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March
Issue
Refrigeration - a look at what the public sector wants and how
suppliers are meeting the demands and challenges of equipping
kitchens
Event Update
Hotelympia Show Issue – Guide to the highlights of the trade
show that runs from March 5-8 at ExCeL, including the best of the
new product launches
Special Report
Hospital Food – We look at innovation and new ideas in patient
feeding, including a glimpse into what catering teams serve up in
other countries
April
Issue
Cleaning & Hygiene – Operators are looking at how to stay on top
of training and good hygiene practice in an industry where staff
turnover can sometimes be high. Case studies offer a blueprint
Event Update

HCA Preview – What can delegates and visitors to the Hospital
Caterers Association annual Leadership & Development Forum at
Celtic Manor in Wales expect from April 12-13?
Special Report
Soft Drinks – UK market insights from GlobalData, looking at
trends, market share by company and marketing & innovatoion
May
Issue
Combi Ovens – Case studies showcase the innovation and
efficiency these machines can bring to high-volume caterers in
the public sector
Event Updates
Commercial Kitchen Show – We preview the catering equipment
exhibition that takes place from June 5-6 at the NEC
HCA Review – Reports and photos from the year’s big healthcare
catering event at Celtic Manor in Wales which ran from April 1213
Special Report
Grab & Go – What are the hot new food and taste trends around
the world that could soon be appearing on street food stalls or
workplace restaurants in the UK?
June
Issue
Warewashing – The healthcare sector needs machines that can
work around the clock to clean pots, pans, plates, cutlery and
glasses to the highest standards. We look behind the scenes to
see this in action
Event Update
TUCO Preview – A look ahead to the key issues to be addressed
when university caterers gather from July 23-25, as well as a
foretaste of the learning and networking events available for
delegates
Special Report

School Meals – Pick up tips from around the country as we take a
look at some of the best of pupil feeding in England, Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland
July
Issue
Accelerated Cooking & Microwaves – A look behind the scenes at
how caterers in the public sector make best use of these
sometimes under-rated machines
Event Update
LACA Preview – There is no shortage of pressing topics for school
caterers to get their teeth into at the UK’s biggest school
catering occasion, the LACA Main Event in Birmingham from July
11-13
Special Report
Frozen versus Fresh – The big food debate has champions on
both sides. Frozen can offer cost benefits, convenience, tighter
portion control and less food waste, say its supporters, while
fresh provides better taste, texture and nutrition say its
proponents. You decide.
August
Issue
Temperature Monitoring – The storing, handling, cooking and
serving of meals at the correct temperature underlies all good
food hygiene practice. Public sector chefs talk about the
equipment, systems and training that help them get it right.
Event Update
LACA Review – Reports, results, winners and photos from the
Main Event celebration of all things ‘school meals’ that’s just
taken place
Special Report
Vegan & Vegetarian Food – The young are enthusiastically
embracing both vegetarianism and veganism, which means
caterers have to understand what they want and know how to
deliver it
September

Issue
Back To School – Kitchens have been deep-cleaned, new menus
have been prepared and caterers are ready for service as the
new school year begins. We look at what’s on plates at both
primaries and secondaries
Event Update
NACC Preview – A look ahead at the programme and events lined
up for delegates to the National Association of Care Catering’s
annual Training and Development Forum from October 3-5
Lunch! Preview – What’s happening at the UK’s leading food-togo show at ExCeL from September 20-21
TUCO Review - Reports, winners and photos from the university
catering conference, awards and exhibition from July 23-25
Special report
Hot Beverages – A GlobalData report looks at opportunities in
Europe, and in particular the UK, in the hot drinks sector, taking
in a view of the market, customers and beverage trends
October
Issue
Beverage Equipment – Case studies showcase the range, features
and quality of drinks that catering teams can serve their
customers using the machines and training available today
Event Update
CESA Conference – We preview the annual conference of the
Catering Equipment Suppliers Association (CESA)
Meals on Wheels – The NACC’s annual Meals on Wheels Week
promotion runs from November 5-9; find out the who, what and
where of the events planned
Special Report
Ask The Experts – Meet some of the best companies operating in
every hospitality industry field, from food through to drink,
equipment, software and services - brought to you in one neat,
handy supplement.
November
Issue

Saving Energy – How much of an issue is this for public sector
caterers? And are buyers looking to invest in more energyefficient equipment to achieve savings? We speak to caterers and
suppliers to get the picture
Event Update
School Meals Week – LACA this year celebrates the 25th
anniversary of its National School Meals Week promotion, running
from November 12-16. Find out what’s planned
Special Report
Global Food Trends – Citizens of the world are looking for foods
they can trust, that are healthy, that offer new and interesting
flavours, that come in formats that can be personalised and
which boast credible environmental credentials. What does this
look like on the plate?
December
Issue
Oriental Cuisine & Chinese New Year – A look ahead to the Year
of the Pig in 2019, and some of the Asian taste trends and dishes
that you need to be aware of
Event Update
PSMI Top 20 – We unveil the Top 20 ‘most influential’ people in
public sector catering for 2018 and look at why judges feel they
have made the list
Special Report
Contract Catering – From the major support service providers to
the best niche catering companies, we sift through year-end data
to offer snapshot of the UK contract catering scene

